Construction Industry
Steps out for the Brave to
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
JOIN US OR DONATE TO
Team CCIA

In lieu of the in person 2020 CRBA, CEUCA, and CRMCA Joint Forces Luncheon, we organized TEAM CCIA to participate in the STEP OUT FOR THE BRAVE Virtual Challenge benefiting Homes For The Brave, in Bridgeport.

All CCIA Members are encouraged to participate.

Join Us, Start your Own Team, or Make a Donation

CCIA Members are invited to join TEAM CCIA, Start your Own, or Make a Donation.

1. **JOIN OR DONATE TO TEAM CCIA:** Visit the TEAM CCIA website and simply click JOIN OR DONATE. If joining, type TEAM CCIA in the “placeholder” box and select TEAM CCIA.

2. **START YOUR OWN TEAM OR PARTICIPATE INVIDUALLY:** Visit Homes for the Brave Event website.

3. **GET RECOGNIZED:** All members who donate or participate individually will be invited to join us at a virtual event after the conclusion for Step Out For The Brave. We will be presenting our final results to HFTB at the event and we would like all members participating individually or with a donation to keep us posted so that we can recognize their contributions at our virtual event.

We hope you JOIN TEAM CCIA as we Step Out for the Brave

If you participate, please email: Jean Barlage to get recognized at our virtual event.

Email: jbarlage@ctconstruction.org

Reference
TEAM CCIA Website: https://charity.gofundme.com/o/en/campaign/team-ccia1
Home for the Brave Event Website: https://www.homesforthebrave.org/event/